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As everyone is headed towards mobilization, technology, smart tequniques ..etc. the time has 

come to enlighten few pro’s n con’s on it. Now a days adapting to an atomized life is much easier than 

just taking a longer way to different procedures to completing the task. Online-banking is nothing but 

smart banking using various apps or applications (i.e. the way to enable financial transaction through 

(Internet)-connection to the users bank or other financial authorized institutions) is a trend of doing 

business in this smart world. There are 80% of users practicing online-banking with internet However in 

recent years we have witnessed the increase of online-banking being misused. As online-banking is used 

extensively, hacking users have become interested in it. Especially organized ethical hacking attempts 

have increased. Consequently, different types of hacking and attacks on online-banking have arisen. This 

has lead to a complex technique called hacking and phishing ( fishing a password) attacks. These types of 

attacks are not pure technical attacks; they exposed to various psychological and sociological information 

of users and on the other side security and  technical settings include flaws and  act weaker. As online 

transactions need authentication methods, banks are also to working on it and providing secure methods 

in order to safe guard various  attacks from being successful and to make them secure. This assures for  

multi-level-authenticated procedures(mainly two-factor authentication). Mostly banks employ multi level 

authenticated yet easy procedure for users. Along with username/password approaches, additional token 

system for authentication in order to make confirmation for online-banking users. Its main concern is that 

the continuous use of a security technology that does not improve security but makes applications harder 

to use for the customer.  Finally In this paper we will enlist the skills and various security issues with few 

solutions and examples. 
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